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The purpose of this study was to develop a nethod for 
weight minimization of the plastically designed frame, 
braced normal to its plane of action, and composed of pris-
matic steel members.. The method accounts for the non-linear 
relationship between weight and moment capacity for both 
bea:ns and columns.. Reduction in the pure-bending fully-
plastic moment in the presence of axial loading and both 
beam-colurnn instability and overall frame instability due to 
sidesway are taken into account.. Provision is made for 
minimization of frames e11ploying standard sections as well 
as for fra:nes whose built-up members may be chosen fro·11 a 
continuous spectrum. 
An initial solution to the minimization problem is 
obtained by the Simplex Method of linear progra~ming, after 
which a check procedure is used to explore variations in the 
initial solution to determine if it can be improved. Simple 
portal frames with fixed end legs and hinged end legs are 
considered as a model. Design charts are established. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
1.1 General Remarks 
The determination of the maximu~ load carrying capac-
ity of a given frame is a problem for which only one 
answer exists; many feasible designs for a given geo~etry 
and loadit?-g may exist. Only one solution, however, pro-
vides the minimum cost design, or, as will be considered 
in this study, the minimum-weight design. 
The indeterminate structure, when designed on the 
basis of elastic analysis, requires a method of trial to 
approach the minimum-\veight design. This fact is manifest-
ed by the presence of the stiffness or flexibility factor 
in the matrix of coefficients which relate the redundant 
moments;it is usually found that different rne11ber sizes are 
required whereupon further analysis is necessary. 
With the development of tte plastic. :nethod of analysis 
however, there is now the possibility of the deter~ination 
of an admissible distribution of moments over an indeter-
minate structure without an estimate of the ~ember sizes 
having been made beforehand. This is because the :natrix of 
coefficients which relate the critical ~aments are ftlnc-
tions of the geometry of the structure and of the hinge 
positions, and are independent of member sizes. 
Since member sizes do not have to be estimated before 
an analysis is made, one can determine a distribution of 
moments for a given structure which will yield a minirnum-
1 
weight solution. In order that this may be acco~plished, 
suitable relationships between weight of Tie~ber and ~o~ent 
capacity of both beams and columns must be established. In 
addition, a method of proceeding efficiently from one dis-
tribution of moments to another which will yield a light 
weight structure must be developed. 
1.2 Object and Scope 
1. The object of this study is to develop a ~ethod 
for the minimum-weight design of steel structures, based on 
plastic analysis, which satisfies the following require-
ments: 
a. The method will embrace the problem of axial 
compression as well as flexural loading, lateral 
displacement (sidesway) of the structure, and the 
non-linear relationship between unit weight of 
members and their moment capacities. 
b. The method will allow the determination of mini~u~ 
weight for the structure which is designed for 
standard structural shapes as well as the struc-
ture for which a continuous spectrum of shapes rnay 
be available. 
2. Design charts are developed for si~ple rortal 
frames. 
1.3 Outline of Project 
The problem considered in this study 'nay be stated as 
2 
follows: Given a set of static loads, acting at certain 
fixed poin-ts of a . rigi'd-'j.Ointed plane frame of prescribed 
geometrical form, how should the cross sectional dimensions 
of the members be chosen to .produce the lightest possible 
frame capable of carrying the loads? The members are re-
quired to be straight and of constant cross-section 
throughout their length. 
To determine whether a frame will support the loads 
applied to it the theory of plastic collapse vall be used. 
This theory applies to structures made of a ductile mater-
ial, and assumes that if the curvature of a member becomes 
infinitely large the bending moment tends to a maxim~~ 
value, called the fully plastic moment, which depends only 
on the section dimensions. 
The problem is to minimize the weight of the frame 
subject to certain constraining conditions. These conditions 
are imposed by the fact that the moments in the structure 
must be ~n equilibrium with the known external loads, and 
must be less than or equal to the fully plastic moments of 
the members in which they occur. Mathematically, therefore, 
the problem is one of minimizing a linear function of sev-
eral variables subject to a: set of linear inequalities. 
This is the basic problem of linear programming. 
This study develope an alternative system of analysis 
which provides an exact solution of the general problem, 
and which is particularly suitable for use on a digital 
3 
computer. Two general cases of simple portal framef: 
analyzed and the design charts are plotted. 
1.4 Review of Literature 
Using concepts of plastic analysis, several research-
ers have made attempts to establish a minimum-weight design 
procedure for ultimate loading. J. Foulkes and J. Heyman 
(5)* have proposed a trial-and-error mechanism method that 
seems feasible only for simple structures. Foulkes (6) rnade 
a geometric interpretation of the work equations and sue-
ceeded in establishing a design chart for the si~ple case 
of a one story single-bay frame. Prager (21) later refined 
4 
Foulkes' work by considering a nonlinear form of the weight-
strength function and showed how the design chart for a por-
tal frame was changed thereby. P.G. Hodge (12) investigated 
a method for minimum-weight design that does not depend on 
theoretical weight-strength functions, but works directly 
with the available sections. Because this is a trial-and-
error solution, it would be too laborious for a complex 
frame. 
In the case of multistory frames, the axial load 
effects are important. Their stability should be checked 
at the time of selection, as a normal design procedure. The 
effect of the axial forces and the stability of the beam-
column to the minimum-weight problem will be considered in 
*The number in parentheses refers to bibliographical 
entries. 
this study. 
Since the majority of structur2s for which plastic 
analysis is presently considered appropriate are con-
structed of available standard structural shapes, a ~ethod 
which is to be useful to the designer ~ust, in its final 
application, relate the minimum-weight problem to the pro-
perties of these shapes rather than to a continuous spectrum 
of shapes. 
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II. DEVJ:iLOPMENT OF MATHEMATICAL SOLUTION 
2.1 General Remarks 
The ·method of inequalities could be easily adapted to 
the problem o:f designing a,· frame for minimum weight i:f the 
weight per unit length of a structural member could be 
taken as linear and proportional to the fUlly plastic bending 
moment of this member. Under this assumption the minimum-
weight design of a structural frame constitutes a problem 
in linear programming. 
2.2 Assumptions and Limitations 
a. This study is limited to frames in one plane, 
composed of rigidly jointed or pin-jointed mem-
bers, which are braced normal to their plane of 
action. 
b. Only prismatic steel members whose cross sections 
have an axis of symmetry- lying in the plane of the 
structure are considered. 
c. All loads act in the plane of the structure. 
d. Lateral loads act only at the joints. 
e. The distributed load is replaced by a set of equiv-
alent concentrated loads. 
f. Beam-columns are assumed to be subjected only to 
bending when the ratio of applied load to plastic 
, axial load is less or equaJ. to 0.15. 
g. Further restrictions applying to particular prob-
6 
le~s will be discussed as they arise. 
2.3 The Minimization Problem 
For a given load system and structure geometry, many 
feasible designs may be deter~ined. Mathematically this 
fact is expressed by the existence of more unknowns than 
there are equations which relate the unknowns. Further-
more, the distribution of moments over the structure at the 
ultimate load is influenced by the relative moment capaci-
ties of the various members. This fact becomes evident if 
the structure is observed during the last stages of loading 
leading to the ultimate load. As the ultimate load is ap-
proached, each succeeding hinge brings about a redistribu-
tion that would have prevailed had the structure remained 
elastic. 
The desired method should proceed from the first solu-
tion to the minimum-weight solution with the consideration 
of only a very small percentage of the possible solutions. 
Furthermore, it should proceed from one solution to the 
next without having to restart the solution process. 
Finally, a criterion to identify the minimum-weight solu-
tion must be available. 
Such a method exists. This method, known as linear 
programming, was first developed by George B. Dantzig, 
Marshall Wood, and their associates. 
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2.4 Linear Programming 
This discussion of the linear progra'mning ;nethod en-
compasses a description of the method without consideration 
of derivations or proof of theore~s. For a rigorous treat-
ment of the subject, a text (8) is available. 
A function may be either maximized or mini·nized by 
the linear program11ing method. Since this study is con-
cerned with minimization of weight, only minimization will 
be considered. The method described is known as the 
Simplex Method. 
Let it be required to minimize 
n 
f = §;1 cj Xj 
Subject to 
n L qu xj > bi 
J= 1 Xj 2. o 
i = 1,2, ...• rn 




Eq. (2-1) is known as the objective function and Eqs. (2-2) 
and (2-3) are the linear restrictions or side conditions. 
The Simplex Method requires both the objective function and 
the side conditions to be linear. In order to apply for·nal 
systematic solution procedures to this preble~ the above 
inequalities must be expressed as equalities as follows: 
Minimize 
n 
f = 2: cj 
j= 1. 
Subject to 






Xj + Z oXn..-i + L oXn+m+i 
i=i i= 1 
i= 1,2,- ·· · m 
Xj 




Xnotmi-i z 0 
Xj - Structural variables 
Xn+i and X n+m+ i - Surplus variables 
au , bi , Cj ==Constant 
n ·~ · Number of structural variables 
nn ~ ~um~er of linear restrictions expressed 
by EqJ (2-5) 
2.5 Tne Artificial-Base Techniq~e 
Instead of solving for an initial basic feasible sol-
ution, we may _assume an entirely artificial one. To do 
this, we simply add to our augmented matrix an identity 
matrix consisting of the same number of new variables as we 
have equations. These new variables must be included in 
the objective function. However, we as sign them such arbi-
9 
trarily large coefficients as to drive them from the solution. 
The final solution is not valid unless all these artificial 
variables are absent. Further explanation and proof of 
y~idity of this technique may be found in Ref. (8). 
2.6 The Objective Function 
The objective function which is to be minirrl.zed in 
order to determine a minimum-weight steel frame is that 
function which expresses the total weight of the frame. 
where 
F.., - t C"' It< + f..c C; Wr (2-6) 
kc1- lei 
Fw = Weight of frame 
CK = Length of K m beam in ft. 
Wt< - Weight per ft. of K ttl beam 
nb = .~ · ~~~ of beam in frame 
·a, = Length of i th column in ft. 
li - Weight per ft. of i tn column 
nc - Number of columns in frame 
Although Eq. (2-6) is exact, it cannot be used in its 
present form because the side conditions provided by the 
mechanism equations relate the moment capacities of the 
individual rnembers and not their weight. In order to ef-
fect compatibility between the objective function and the 
side conditions, the weights of the me:nbers :nust be ex-
pressed as functions of their moment capacities. These re-
lationships will be considered separately for bea~s and 
columns. 
In Fig. 1 the weight perf~, W,of wide-flange and 
other !-shapes, as given in Ref. (22), are shown plotted-
against their pure-bending plastic 11onent capacities Mp. 
The solid curve is drawn as a best fit of the TTecono'TlvTT 
sections. (If all available standard shapes are arranged 
in order of descending Mp, an economy shape is identified 
as that one lightest in weight which furnishes a value of 
Mp larger than those of the (heavier) shapes which inter-
vene between it and the next lightest econo~y shape). In 
the investigation of design for minimum weight, only the 
economy sections need be considered. The curve of best 




W = 1.2 Mp (2-7) 
Since this equation is non-linear it cannot be sub-
stituted into the objective function. Fortunately, the 
range in Mp from the smallest shape that could be used to 
10 
the largest shape which probably would be used for a par-
ticular loading is limited. For uniform load this range 
~ ;l 
would normally be from WL /16 to WL /8. A number of trials 
showed that a straight line gives a good fit t~ the plot of 
economy sections for particular conditions of geom~try and 
loaing and for a reasonable range of Mp • Line AB of 
Fig. 2 is ·typical. Therefore, we may write 
Wt< == qtc: + bt< Mpt< (2-8) 
where Mp~e .. Plastic moment capacity of the K th beam. 
As in the case of .· beams, only the economy sections 
need be considered for col~a for the minimum-weight 
problem. The range of Mp fer·· the column will normally 
extend from the smallest shape that could be used to the 
maximum Mp , the column would receive from adjacent beams. 
Line C-D, Fig. 3, is a typical best-fit straight line. The 
equation is 
(2-9) 
where Mp; - Plastic moment capacity of the i thcolumn. 
The objective function, Eq. (2-6) is now expressed as 
w = [!. ( c.,q"+ck bl< K"") + ~ ( crq; + Ct b; My1) ( 2-10 J . 
IC•.t fer 
when substitutions are made for WK and W1 • Because all 
terms Ctc~tt. and C14i are constants for a particular problem, 
these terms may be dropped in determining the values of Mp~ 
and Mpf which yields minimum frame weight, i.e., the value 
of ~w is not sought, but rather the values of Mp~and Mp; 
wht~b elds the minimum Fw • Tberefore, the objective 
11 
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=: Frarne weight minus a constant. 
(2-10) 
In order to more conveniently express the objective 










n [ C· X· J j 
J ::J. 
-- Cl(bl< if 
= Cibi if 
= M PI< if 
= Mpi if 
J thmember J th member 
j t'h member 
j tn member 
Restrictions 
(2-11) 
is a beam. 
is a column. 
is a bea:n. 
is a colu:nn. 
A system of infinitesimal displacements, ~ade possible 
by the insertion of an adequate number of yield hinges into 
the otherwise rigid members of the structure, specifies a 
flow mechanis11. Given loads are beyond tre load-carrying 
capacity of a beam or frame if a flow mechanism exists for 
which the work of these loads exceeds the energy dissipated 
in the plastic bending at the yield hinges. Conversely, 
the absence of such a flow mechanism indicates that the 
given loads are within the load-carrying capacity of the 
structure. A flow mechanism for which the energy dissi-
pated in the yield hinges equals the work of the given load 
will be termed a failure mechanism for these loads. 
The linear restrictions or side conditions originate 
from the mechanism inequalities and possibly, from other 
design requirements. Further restrictions could arise in 
14 
the form of arbitrary limitations set by the designer. For 
example, it may be desirable to limit either the :uaximum or 
minimum moment capacity, or both, of one or :nore me:nbers, 
in which case additional inequalities are required. 
To insure compliance with the criteria of yield and 
equilibrium, inequalities representing all possible modes 
15 
of failure should be included in the formulation of the prob-
le~u. 
2.8 Sidesway Effect 
Failure of a fra~e may result fro~ overall instability 
involving sidesway at an ultimate load less than that which 
would be carried if the frame were braced to prevent side-
sway. At the present time the ultimate load with respect 
to this form of instability cannot be predicted precisely. 
However, in Ref. (3) the following expression is suggested 
for columns subject to sidesway. 




Applied load (Kips). 
Plastic axial load; equal to profile area times 
specified minimum yield point (Kips). 
L 
Yx 
Actual unbraced length (inches). 
Radius of gyration with respect to the plane of 
bending (inches). 
This equation is conservative for frames of proportions 
likely to be found in practice. It has been adopted by the 
A.I.s.c. Specification Committee as an interim provision. 
2.9 Axial Load Effect 
In addition to causing column instability the presence 
of axial force tends to reduce the magnitude of the plastic 
moment. Therefore• the column sizes should be checked, at 
the time of selection, as a normal design procedure. The 
effect. is small in the case of small axial loads, and there-
fore in ordinary portal frame columns any reduction in 
hinge moment usually may be ignored. However, in the case 
of multistory structures, the resisting moment of the 
columns in the lower stories would be reduced by axial load 
and evaluation of the ultimate load must then include such 
considerations. 
16 
Changes in size of members in proceeding .from one basic 
feasible design to another affect the distribution of 
mo·ments over the structure. To a lesser extent, the dis-
tribution of axial load is also affected. However, it 
will be assumed here, as is usually done, that axial load 
remain constant with change in member size. 
Galambos and Ketter (7) developed interaction formu-
las relating moment capacity M0 and axial compression!P 
for the following three cases: 
Case I. For columns bent in double curvature by moments 
producing plastic hinges at both ends of the 
columns 
M~ = Mp; when P/Py ~ 0.15 (2-13) 
M ~ (p ) <:::. 
-- -- 1.18 - 1.18 -- 1.0 M Py-
Case II. For pin-based colu~ns required to develop a 
hinge at one end only, and double curvature 
columns required to develop a hinge at one end 
when the moment at the other end would be less 
than the hinge value. 
~= .«:: B - G ( k ) .::=_ 1. 0 
where 
B = 1.13 + L/r + (L/r)2 1080 185000 
G = 1.11 + (L/r) (L/r)2+ (L/r) 3 
--r90 - 9000 720,000 
Mo = Mp When P/Py ~ 0.15 




0 42 + (L/r) 
• 70 
0 77 _ (L/r) 
• 60 
(L/r)2 + (L/r)3 
29000 1160000 
(L/r)2 (L/r)3 
+ 8700 606000 
(2-14) 
(2-15) 
The Specification of the A~erican Institute of Steel 
Construction, which is the most widely accepted code for 
plastic design of steel frames, incorporates the Gala~bos-
Ketter formula. 
2.10 Description of Proposed Design Procedure 
The proposed design procedure which was developed to 
determine the minimum-weight design of frames is described 
here briefly. 
The solution is acco~plished in the following steps: 
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1. The range in fiip to be considered for each bear1 m1d 
colurnn. 
2. Calculate the slope of the best fit straight line by 
the method of least squares for weight per foot vs. 
Mp equations for both beams and columns. 
3. Calculate objective function coefficients as 
products of member length and slopes of best fit 
straight lines. 
4. Determine linear restrictions. 
5. The inequalities are augmented by the slack and 
artificial variables to provide an array of 
equalities. 
6. The solution is effected by the Simplex Method, 
yielding the theoretical minimum-weight moments. 
7. Using these moments, the lightest section is se-
lectd for each member from the list of the 
standard economy_sections. This becomes the 
initial solution. 
8. Determine critical mechanisms and find maximum 
axial load for columns. 
g. Check sidesway requirements of columns. 
10. Check reduction of the plastic moment due to axial 
load. 
1 (3 
III. DEVELOPMENT OF MODEL 
3.1 General Remarks 
Rectangular portal frames with pinned bases and 
fixed bases are considered as the model. Design charts 
are developed that give, at a glance, the mini11um-weight 
design for various geometries and loading conditions of 
a portal frame. The distributed load is replaced by a set 
of equivalent concentrated loads. The wind load is indi-
cated as horizontal load T concentrated at the eaves. 
3.2 Portal Frame With Hinged Legs 
Single-bay, one-story bents may be considered as 
beams that have been bent to the shape of a frame. Consid-
er the portal shown in Fig. 4a, all the members of which are 
capable of carrying bending and shear as well as axial 
force. The legs are hinged at their bases and rigidly 
connected to the cross girder at the top. This structure 
is statically indeterminate to the first degree. The 
uniform loading is replaced by a set of equivalent concen-
trated loads and the wind load is indicated as horizontal 
load T concentrated at the eaves as shown in Fig. 4b. 
For positive values of load T and P, only the mechan-
isms c through 1 (Fig. 4) must be fulfilled if the given 
loads are not to exceed the load-carrying capacity of the 
frame. The axial load for each mechanism is also shown in 
Fig. 4. 
19 
X.z H Ft 
S Ft .. , 
G = Wind load factor 
(a) Given Loads 
4X 1 .2: PS 
R = p + 4-X, s 
(c) Beam Mechanism 
2X, ~ TH 
R = 2P + ,? t' 
(e) Sway Mechanism 
T 
~ p p p % 
X~ 
f.. s .. I 
Where: P = ~ 
(b) Uniform Loading is 
replaced by a set of 
equivalent concentra-
ted loads. 
2X 1 + 2X..c- :;::.-- PS 
R = p + 2X,+.2X.z 
5 
(d) Beam Mechanism 
9 
2X2 > TH 
R = 2P + .2 X.2 5 
(f) Sway Mechanism 
FIG. 4 MECHANISMS FOR A PORTAL FRAME WITH HINGED LEGS 
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fR 
BX, > 3 ; 5 + 3TH 
R = 3P + BX, 
.z .35 
(g) Composite Mechanism 
II? 
4X, > PS + TH 
R = p + 4X, s 
(i) Composite Mechanism 
IR 
8X, >" .3PS 
- 2 +Til 
=: + 8Xr R s 
4XI + 4X2 > 
R = 3P + 
..2 
(h) Composit~ Mechanism 
fR 
2X, + 2X.z /' PS + TH 
R = p + 2 (X,~ X.:zJ s 
(j) Composite Mechanism 
4B 
tR 
4X, + 4X2 Z 3P.s + TH ,2 
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G = Wind Load factor 
(a) Given Load 
4X. 2 PS 
R = p + 4SX, 
(c) Beam Mechanism 
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R = 2P + zx. s 
(e) Sway Mechanis~ 
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T --.-~------~--~ 
Xz IH 
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4 Where: P = 
(b) Uniform loading is 
replaced by a set of 
equivalent concentra-
ted loads. 
2X, + 2Xz ~ PS 
R = p + .zx. +2Xz 
s 
(d) Beam Mechanism 
4Xz ? Til 
.ZX2 
R = 2P + 5 
R 
(f) Sway Mechanism 






x, PS + 2X.z > --y- + TH 
R = .3P + 8)(, 2 35 
(g) Composite Mechanism 
4X I + 2X.z 2:. PS + TH 
4x, R = p + 5 
(i) Composite Mechanism 
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3 BX I + 2X.z /'" .2 PS + TH 
R _ .E._+ BX. 
- z s 
(k) Composite Mechani sm 
4X, .3PS + 10X2 :>-
,2 +3'TII 
R = .3P + 4-(X,+X~J 2 35 
(h) Compo~_it~ llechanism 
2X 1 + 4X.z > PS + Til 
R 
_ p ..Z(X,+X.z) 
- + s 
(j) Composite Mechanism 
4X I + 6X.z /'" % PS + TH 
R = J + 4- ( 'i + X.z) 
\1) Composite Mechanism 




3. 3 Portal Frame With ]'ixed Legs 
Plastic analysis and design of the hingeless bent in-
volves no more work than the two-hinged one. This is in 
welcome contrast to the situation encountered in the elas-
tic design of rigid bents. 
The two types of bent differ in that, instead of free 
hinges at the bottoms of the columns, there are potential 
plastic ones in the hingeless bent. The latter condition 
is brought out in the sway mechanisms of Fig. 5 where 
horizontal wind loads play an important role. 
Consider now a portaJ. similar in some ways to that of 
:E'ig. 4a but with the bases of legs fixed, as sho\vn in E'ig. 
5a. ]'or positive values of load T and P, only the mechan-
isms c through 1 (~,ig. 5) must be fulfilled if the given 
loads are not to exceed the load-carrying capacity of the 
frarne. The axial load for each mechanism is also shown. 
3.4 Uniform Loading 
Plastic hinges form at joints in the structure and at 
m~~imum moment points. With uniform loading the location 
of the maximum point is not always readily apparent. In 
such cases, the location of the plastic hinge is denoted 
by the parameter x and the virtual work equation for Mp 
written in terms thereof. This equation is then maximized 
to find x. 
With errors that are usually slight, the analysis could 
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be ·made on the basis that the unifor~ loading is replaced 
by a set of equivalent concentrated loads. Thus in Fig. 6, 
if the distributed load WL = P is concentrated in the 
various ways shown, the uniform load parabola is always 
circurnscribed (giving the same maximum shear). The result 
is always conservative because the actual moment in the 
beam is always less than or at most equal to the assumed 
moment. Of course, the more concentrated loads assumed, 
the closer is the approximation to the real proble,n. 
If the distributed load is actually brought to the 
main frame through purlins and girts, the uniform load 
may be converted, at the outset, to actual purlin reactions 
(on the basis of assumed purlin spacing). The analysis is 
then made on the basis of the actual concentrated loads. 
The only difficulty with this procedure is that numberous 
additional possible plastic hinges are created - one at 
each purlin. And for every possible hinge position there 
is another possible mechanism. 
The total uniformly distributed load WL may be divided 
into any desired number of equal parts and spaced at equal 
distances from each other, so long as the end. loads are 
each one-half the uniform spacing from the end. The great-
er the number into which WL is divided the more nearly the 
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Fig. 6 The Effect of Replacing a Uniform Loading 
by an Equivalent Set of Concentrated Loads 
3.5 Wind Loads 
As will be noted from Figs. 4a and 5a,the wind load is 
indicated as horizontal load T concentrated at the eaves. 
Specifications invariably call for a given uniformly distri-
buted load in pounds per square foot on a vertical surface. 
The load T must be of an amount such that its overturning 
moment about the base of the colunm is the same as that of 
the specified uniformly applied load. Let WM be the 
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uniformly distributed load per ft. of height. Then, 
T = WM H
2 
= w~ 1-l (3-1) 
2 1-J 2 
A value for the velocity pressure q, under average 
conditions is given as: 
q = 0.0026 vz (3-2) 
in which ~ is the velocity pressure in pounds per square 
foot on a vertical surface and V is the wind velocity in 
miles per hour. In its Fifth Progress Report ASCE Sub-
Committee 31 indicated that 0.8 q be taken as pressure on 
the windward side and 0.5 q as suction on the leeward side 
of the building; and, in its final report, it recommended 
that pressure on the windward side and suction on the lee-
ward side be kept separate in the case of drill halls, 
hangars, industrial buildings, and other one-story build-
ings with spacious interiors. 
In keeping with the final report of the Sub-Committee, 
it is recommended that 15 psf pressure be used on the 
vertical portion of the windward side of one-story bents 
and 9.5 psf suction be applied to the vertical portion of 
the leeward side of the building. 
3.6 Description of Computer Program 
The computer program which was developed to determine 
the minimum-weight design of frames is described here 
briefly. The flow chart is shown in Appendix D. 
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The input consists of the following data: 
1. The nominal depth and weight per foot, the 
plastic moment capacity Mp, the radius of gyration 
(x of the standard "economy" sections (Appendix B) 
2. The array of mechanism inequalities. 
3. The lengths of all members. 
4. The range in Mp to be considered for each beam 
and column. 
5. The condition of the frame (braced or unbraced) 
with respect to sidesway. 
The output consists of the following information: 
1. Maximum axial load for each column. 
2. The equation of the corresponding mechanism of 
collapse 
3. The theoretical moments and the initial design. 
4. The least-weight design. 




4.1 General Remarks 
The results in this section are based on steel whose 
yield stress is 33 ksi (A-7 steel). As has been pointed out 
in preceeding sections, provisions of the American Institute 
of Steel Construction Specifications for plastic design have 
been adhered to in respect to column stability, reduction in 
plastic moment capacity in the presence of axial force 
(columns only), lateral (sidesway) instability, etc. The 
computer program described in Sec. 3.6 was used to get the 
results, using the IBM 1620. 
4.2 Results 
Two cases of simple portal frame, one with fixed end 
legs and the other with hinged end legs under uniform load-
ing and wind loading are considered. 
(a) Assumed Data: 
1. Frames are 20 feet on center 
2. Load factor 1.4 
3. Wind load = 18. and 36 Lb./Ftz 
(b) Many different designs are investigated by: 
1. Varying the intensity of distributed load, Q = 0.25, 0.5, 1, 2, 4, 8 Kips/Ft. 
2. Varying the height of frame, H = 10, 15, 
20 Ft. 
3. Varying the wind loading, G = 0.25 and 0.5 
Kips/Ft. 
4. Studing the optimum span length _of ~rame for 
varying end conditions, height of oolumn and 
loading. 
Por frarnes vvi th fixed end legs, the variation of the 
Plastic moment for beams and colw11ns as a function of the 
loading and span length is shown in ]'ig. 7 and :E'ig. 8. 
Variation of the axial load on the column resulting from 
an increase in the loading and span length is shown in 
30 
Fig. 10. The frame weight per unit span length for varying 
end conditions, height of column and loading are shown in 
Appendix B. 
The sensitivity of the optimum span length of frame 
caused by a variation in wind loading, uniform loading, 
and the effect of height of frame is shown in Fig. 11 
through 14. 
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FIG. 7 PLASTIC MOMENT OF BEAM VERSUS SPAN 
LENGTH FOR A FIXED END PORTAL FRAME 
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FIG. 8 PLASTIC MOMENT OF COLUMN VERSUS SPAN 
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FIG. 9 FRAME WEIGHT VERSUS SPAN .LENG'Tit 
FOR ~~A:· 'FIXED.~.BASED .1PORl'AL FRAME 
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FIG. 10 AXIAL LOAD OF COLUMN VERSUS SPAN LENGTII 
FOR A FIXED END PORTAL FRAME 
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V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 
5.1 Discussion 
Chart solutions are possible in simplifying the 
procedure for the solution of single-span fra~es. The 
virtual work equations can be expressed as formulas which 
would reflect both the frame geometry and the loading condi-
tions. Alternatively curves may be prepared which present 
the solution in chart form. It enables the engineer to 
determine the required plastic moment of a single-span 
frame with the aid of charts in a fraction of the time 
required in a "routine" plastic analysis. Figs. 7 and 8 
present solutions to a fixed end portal frame. Their use 
is indicated by the examples which are shown in Appendix A. 
In Figs. 7 through 10, there appear to be several 
ano'11alies in the curves as plotted. 
(1) Those anomalies in Figs. 7 and 8 can be explained 
by noting that there will be a discontinuity in 
the curve when a change in failure mechanism 
occurs. In Fig. 7, when Q = 8, the fra~e will 
fail by composite mechanism at L = 30 Ft. and 
beam mechanism at L = 35 Ft. Therefore, the 
curve with Q = 8 is discontinuous over that por-
tion as shown by a dashed line. 
(2) In Fig. 9, it should be noted that for some 
frames, especially those with low Q loadings, the 
frame weight per unit span length actually in ... 
creases for short span lengths. This is due to the 
fact that in this range minimum column size 
governs rather than column load; as a result, so~e 
frames will show an optimum span length for min-
imum frame weight per unit span length. For exam-
ple, when Q ·= 0.25, the optimum span length is 
seen to be 25 Ft. From the finite number of stand-
ard economic sections for design, when the span 
length is smaller than 25Ft., the column section 
remains very nearly the same; so the frame weight 
per unit span length decreases as the span length 
increases to optimum span length. 
(3) In Fig. 10, when the load is light and the span 
length is short, the increase of shearing forces 
due to uniform loading is less than the decrease 
of shearing forces due to the plastic moments de-
veloped at the ends of the beam. From this it 
can be seen that this results in an optimum span 
length for minimum axial load. 
5.2 Conclusions 
The method of optimization developed in this study 
allows for the determination of the minimum-weight design 
of steel frames within the restrictions imposed in Sec. 2.2. 
The method includes the effects of axial loading, overall 
frame instability due to sidesway, and the non-linear re-
lationship between weight and moment capacity of standard 
sections. 
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Although standard sections are used in the frame com-
putations for this study and frames using built-up sections 
can also be optimized provided that a linear weight-moment 
equation for the range of proposed built-up sections is 
determined. 
Although gable and other non-orthogonal frames are not 
considered in the models, they can be optimized by the 
method proposed and acconunodated by slightly modifying the 
computer program which was developed. 
It is of course true that there are many factors which 
affect the cost of a structure besides its weight, and in 
a practical design, several different loading systerns must 
often be considered. For example, subsequent to the sel--
ection of the individual members, problems of deflection, 
incremental collapse, cyclic loading, connections, clearance, 
etc., may need to be considered. Upon checking the adequacy 
of the minimum-weight design against these so-called sec-
ondary criteria, it may be found necessary to change one or 
more members. The computer program, however, provides a 
method of solution so rapid and automatic that it may be of 
value in giving the engineer a rough guide in the initial 
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APPENDIX A Illustrative Example 
Example ·; 1: Given: 
Roof load= 36 L.b~q Ft. 
Wind load= 18 LbYsq Ft. 
Frames are 20' on center 
Load factor= 1.4 
t. .. 20' 
10' 
Design the frame for 
minimum weight 
R f 1 d - 36 .x .ZOJ< '·4- 1 Ki J.Li oo oa - 7000 - p-.. ntl Ft. 
Wind force = 18 x .zox5 ;e 1•4 /ooo = 2.52 Kips 
From Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 we get: 
Mp (beam) = 39.33 
Mp (column) = 14.85 
Refer to Appendix B. The sections are selected as: 
Beam - 12JR11.8 
Column - 8JR6.5 
The Critical Mechanism is Composite Mechanism. 
Exa·mple 2: 
From Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 we get: 
Mp (beam) = 120.73 
Mp (column) = 120.73 
Given: 
Same as Example 1, except 
span length :· i s 40 Ft. 
Refer to Appendix B. The sections are selected as~ 
Beam - 16B26 
Column - 16B26 
The Critical Mechanism is Beam Mechanism. 
B-1 
APPENDIX B Properties of Economic Sections (A-7 Steel) 
Nominal Weight Mp Area Y'x Shape 
No. Depth Per Ft 
1 6.00 4.40 7.70 1.30 2.37 6JR4 .4 
2 7.00 5.50 11.00 1.61 2.74 7JR5.5 
3 8.00 6.50 14.85 1.92 3.12 8JR6 .5 
4 10.00 9.00 25.30 2.64 3.85 10JR9 
5 12.00 11.80 39.33 3.45 4.57 12JR11.8 
6 10.00 15.00 44.00 4.40 3.95 10B15 
7 12 .oo 16.50 56.65 4.86 4.65 12B16.5 
8 14.00 17.20 67.93 5.05 5.40 14B17.2 
9 12.00 19.00 68.20 5.62 4.81 12Bl9 
10 14.00 22.00 90.75 6.47 5.52 14B22 
11 16.00 26.00 120.73 7.65 6.24 16B26 
12 14.00 30.00 129.53 8.81 5.73 14WF30 
13 14.00 34.00 149.88 10.00 5.83 14WF34 
14 16.00 36.00 175.73 10.59 6.49 16WF36 
15 16.00 40.00 199.30 11.77 6.62 16WF40 
16 18.00 45.00 246.40 13.24 7.30 18WF45 
17 18.00 so.oo 277.20 14.71 7.38 18WF50 
18 21.00 55.00 344.85 16.18 8.40 21WF55 
19 21.00 62.00 396.28 18.23 8.53 21WF62 
20 24.00 68.00 482.63 20.00 9.53 24WF68 
21 24.00 76.00 550.28 22.37 9.68 24WF76 
22 27.00 84.00 668.80 24.71 10.69 27WF84 
23 27.00 94.00 763.68 27.65 10.87 27WF94 
24 30.00 99.00 858.00 29.11 11.70 30WF99 
25 30.00 108.00 950.13 31.77 11.85 30WF108 
26 30.00 116.00 1038.40 34.13 12.00 30WF116 
27 33.00 118.00 1139.33 34.71 13.02 33WF118 
28 33.00 130.00 1281.50 38.26 13.23 33WF130 
29 33.00 141.00 1411.30 41.51 13.39 33WF141 
30 36.00 150.00 1594.45 44.16 14.29 36WF150 
31 36.00 160.00 1714.08 47.09 14.38 36WF160 
32 36.00 170.00 1833.43 49.98 14.47 36WF170 
33 36.00 182.00 1971.48 53.54 14.52 36WF182 
34 36.00 194.00 2109.80 57.11 14.56 36WF194 
35 36.00 230.00 2592.43 67.73 14.88 36WF230 
36 36.00 245.00 2772.00 72.03 14.95 36WF245 
37 36.00 260.00 2959.00 76.56 15.00 36WF260 
38 36.00 280.00 3209.25 82.32 15.12 36WF280 
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FIG. C-1 FRAME WEIGHT VERSUS SPAN LENG'IH 
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FIG. C-2 FRAME WEIGHT VERSUS SPAN LENGTH 
FOR A PIN-BASED PORTAL FRAME 
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FIG. C-3 FRAME WEIGHT VERSUS SPAN LENGTII 
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FIG. C-4 FRAME WEIGHT VERSUS SPAN LENGTH 
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FIG. C-5 FRAME WEIGHT VERSUS SPAN LENGTH 
FOR A PIN-BASED PORTAL FRAME 
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FIG. C-7 FRAME WEIGHT VERSUS SPAN LENG'IH 
FOR A FIXED-BASED PORTAL FRAME 
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FIG. C-8 FRAME WEIGHT VERSUS SPAN LENGTH 
FOR A FIXED-BASED PORTAL FRAME 
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FIG. C-9 FRAME WEIGHT VERSUS SPAN LENG'm 
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FIG. C-10 FRAME WEIGHT VERSUS SPAN LENGTH 
FOR A FIXED-BASED PORTAL FRAME 
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FIG. C-11 T~ WEIGHT VERSUS SPAN LENGTH 
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FLOW DIAGRAM FOR MINIMUM-WEIGHT PROGRAM 
1 Start 
2 Generate Data 
Read: 
(a) Section Properties 
1. Mp Capacity 
2. Area 
3 3. Rx 
4. Weight 
(b) Mp range for beam and columns 
(c) Yield stress of steel 
(d) Problem number 
4 Write out all input values 
5 
Calculate slope of best fit 
straight line by method of the 
least square for weight per 
foot vs. Mp equation for beam 
6 
Calculate slope of best fit 
straight line by method of the 
least square for weight per 
foot vs. Mp equation for columns 
Calculate objective function 
coefficients as products of 
me·mber length and slopes of 
7 
best fit straight lines 





Augment a Matrix in new list with 
slack and artificial variables 
to provide an array of Equalities 
Using linear programming to 
solve optimum solutions 
10 
11 
Using moments established by 
optimum solution above select 
section for beam and columns 
I 
12 Determine critical mechanism 
13 Determine max. axial load on column 
~· 
OK Check AISC Formula (20) No Change column 




OK Check AISC Formula (21) No Change column 
or (22) section to 
15 
next one 
16 Determine frame weight and frame 
weight per unit span length 
Write out: 
1. Span length of frame 
17 2. Height of frame 
3. Uniform vertical loading 
4. Wind load factor G 
5. Minimum weight sections 
6. Critical Equation number 
7. Maximum axial load for 
column 
D-3 
8. Total frame weight 




Is this last problem No Go to Star 





*ALL STATEMENT MAP 
c C***20035CEX024 I-CHEN HUNG 02/26/66 FORTRAN 2 0000 000 0 
{· c 
·! 



















FQRMAT ( 4F 10.2) 
CALCULATE SPAN LENGTH,HEIGHT, WIND FACTOR,VERTICAL LOAD 
AG=O. 
DO 3010 IG=l,2 
AG=AG+O. 25 
AH=5. 
DO 3010 IH=l,3 
AH=AH+5. 
AQ=0.125 
DO 3010 IQ=1,6 
AQ=AQ*2• . 
AS=O. 





FORMAT ( lHl) 
: PRINT 3500,AS,AH,~G 
I . 3500 FORMAT (1X,3HAS=,F5.0,2X,3HAH=,F5.0,2X,3HAG=,F7.3) 






























_ __ _ -:_ _ GO TO 1020 _ .. 





1030 PRINT 1031 
1031 FOR~AT (1X,26HALL SECTIONS ARE TOO SMALL) 
K=l 













DO lOll IJ=1,11 










WC =WC +A (I J, 1) 
1011 VMOW=VMOW+A(IJ 7 1)*A(IJ,2) 




l. , 1015 IK=II W=O. 
-1 VMPW=O • 
VMP=O. 
VVMP=O. 











PRINT ,1500 7 BB 7 AS,BC,AH 
___ _ l_5_00 __ cO~MAr ___ (1X_ ,_ 3_H _BB_::=_ ,_ E2_.~_,_22<~_3Ji_A_S_=::_ ,_c9._ 3,zx_,p_H_BC= ,F9.3 ,2X ,3HAH= ,_F_~~ ~)_ 
C ( 1) =-BB*AS 
C(2)=-BC*2.*AH 
YYY(l,23)=PS/4. 
YYY f2, 23) =PS/2. 
YYY(3 7 23)=TT/2. 
YYY(4 7 23)=TT/4. 
YYY(5,23)=1.5*PS+3.*TT 
YYY(6 7 23)=YYY(5,23) 
YYY(7,23)=PS+TT 















UNIFORM LOADING IS REPLACED BY 5 CONCENTRATED LOADING 
NOPT=O NO TABLEAUS PRINTED, =1 LAST ONLYt =2 ALL ARE PRINTED. 
DO 512 1=1,10 
NVIB(l)=NNBB(I) 





Y(I,Nl)=XB(I), THAT IS THE Nl COLUMN OF Y IS THE SOLUTION. 
C ( N 1) =0. 
DO 3 I= 1 ,M 
N I =NV I B-frJ 
3 CB(I)=C(NI) 
DO 4 J=l,Nl 
ITMT;J} =-C ( J l 




1 7 NT=O 
GO TO 300 
6 DO 8 J=1,N 
IF(Y(fv11 7 J) )9,8,8 
8 CONTINUE 
GO TO 100 
9 K=J 
IF ( N -K,) 10, 11, 10 
10 K1=K+1 










11 DO 13 I= 1, M 
IF(Y(l,K))13,13,14 
13 CONTINUE 












DO 19 J=l,Nl 
19 Y(NR,J)=Y(NR,J)/YRK 
DO 20 I=l,Hl 
I F ( I -N R ) 2 1 , 2 0 t 2 1 ~; 
21 Y I K =Y (I , K) 























DO 110 1=1,10 
IF(NVIB(l)-1)109,109,111 




DO 27 l=l,M 
27 PRINT 28,NVIB(I),Y(I,Nl) 
GO TO 34 
__ PRINT '29 300 
. ; -. Q9 -~ -1_1_==-h_M l 
·f 
.. 





FORMAT(48H THE OBJECTIVE FUNCTIO~ IS NOT BOUNDED ABOVE. K=,I4) 
FORMAT(27H THE MAXIMUM VALUE OF Z IS ,El8.8) 
FQRMAT(25H OPTIMAL SOLUTION FOLLOWS) 
FORMAT(16H VARIABLE VALUE) 












r· -2003 NC=NC+l 
J' . IF(A(NC,2)-X2)2003,2004,2004 
j 2004 PRINT 2024 
~--- 2024 FORMAT (1X,l4HLEFT HAND SIDE,5X,l5HRIGHT HAND SIDE,4X,l3HCRITICAL 
lMECH,3X,lOHAXIAL LOAD) 
RP=O. 
·r ·-·oa 2030 IJ=l,lO 
I DL=YYY(IJ,l)*Xl+YYY(IJ,2)*X2 
IF(DL-YYY(IJ,23))2007,2007,2008 
! · 2008 JJ=O 
·I R=O. GO TO 2030 · 
2007 JJ=1 
GO TO (2011,20l2,2013,2014,2015,2016,2017,2018,2019,2020),1J 
2011 R=P+4.*Xl/AS 
• j GO TO 2021 
1 2012 R=P+(2.*Xl+2.*X2)/AS 
l GO TO 2021 
2013 R=2.*P+2.*Xl/AS 











GO TO 2021 • 
2017 R=P+4.*Xl/AS 
GO TO 2021 
2018 ~=P+2.*lXl+X2)/AS 
GO TO 2021 
2019 R=0.5*P+8.*Xl/AS 












~ 2030 PRINT 2025,DL,YYY(IJ,23),JJ,R 
2025 FORMAT (1X,El5.8,5X,E15.8,11X,I2,7X,F10.3) 
P~INT 2026,RP 
2026 FORMAT (1X,25HMAX. AXIAL LOAD (KIPS) = ,F10.3) 
2033 SLR=12.0*AH/A(NC,4) 
IF(SLR-120.)2031,2031,2032 
2032 PRINT 2040 . 
2040 FORMAT (1X,48HSLENDERNESS RATIO EXCEEDS 120 SELECT NEW SECTION) 
NC=NC+l 




2034 PRINT 2041 
204~0RMAT ( lX, 39HFORMULA 20 EXCEEDS 1 SELECT NEW SECT ION) 
NC=NC+1 
GO TO 2033 
l 2035 IF(RATI0-0.15)2036,2036,2044 
I . I 2044 ~~7~~~~~:~~~~~;~:~~~~~~~~~NC,21 
2037 PRINT 2038 
2038 FORMAT (1X,48HX2 EXCEEDS MO OF FORMULA (21),SELECT NEW SECTION) 
NC=NC+1 
GO TO 2033. 
2036 CONTINUE 
· C CALCULATE WEIGHT OF FRAME 
WB=A-S~A ( MB, 1) 







PRINT 3006 . . . , 











3004 FORMAT (1X,71HPROB.NO. SPAN HEIGHT Q LOAD G FACTOR WT/UNIT SPAN 
!MOMENT 8 MOMENT C ) 
3005 FORMAT (2X,I3,F8.0,F7.0,F7.2,F9.2,Fl2.2,2F11.2) 
3006 FORMAT ( lX ,69HWIND_L_Q_Q__LL_O_A_Q __ IHDR. BEAM THOR '~COL. MAX. AX WT.COL 
lWT.BEAM TOTAL WT.) 
3008 FORMAT (lX,F8.2,F7.0,F12.2,Fl0.2,F7.0,F8.0,2F9.0) 





A PARTIAL LIST OF FORTRAN SYMBOLS 
A = Properties of economic sections. 
M = Number of rows in the Augment Matrix. 
N = Number of columns in the Augment Matrix. 
YYY = Coefficients by rows in the Augment Matrix. 
NNBB = Read in vectors in basis for first table. 
C = Read in cost coefficients. 
AG = Wind load factor. 
AH = Height of frame. 
AQ = Uniform loading on frame 
AS = Span length of frame. 
VMPMI = Minimum plastic moment for bearn. 
VMPMA = Maximum plastic moment for bearn. 
VMOMI = Minimum plastic moment for column. 
VMOMA = Maximu111 plastic moment for colu:nn. 










per foot vs. Mp equation for beam. 
Slope of best fit straight line for weight 
per foot vs. Mp equation for column. 
Theoretical plastic moment for bea~. 
= Theoretical plastic moment for column. 
Axial load in the column. 
= Slenderness ratio. 
Weight of beam. 
Weight of column. 
Total weight of the frame. 











AS= 20. AH= 10. AG= .250 
AQ= .so P= 2.50 T= 2.50 
BB= .239 AS= 20.000 BC= .292 AH= !OJOOO 
THE MAXIMUM VALUE OF Z IS -.13300198E+03 
OPT INAJ__SO~UT IO_['J FOLLOW_$ ____________________________ _ 
VARIABLE VALUE 
1 .12500000E+02 
8 .25000005E+02 ----~--~ 2 .12500000E+02 
1 .25000003E+02 
11 .25000001E+02 
---------'- ------~--~- -~~ -=------------------------------
12 .25000002E+02 
·' 3 .18333336E-06 
4 .21666666E-06 
5 I .12499999E+02 
6 .62500002E+Ol 
LEFT HAND SIDE RIGHT HAND SIDE CRITICAL MECH AXIAL LOAD 
.1zsoooooE+o2 ~~-:rz~s~crcroo<YE+o-2----~---------r---------s--:-o-o_o _____ _ 
.25000000E+02 .25000000E+02 1 5.000 
.25000000E+02 .12500000E+02 0 0.000 
.12500000E+02 .62500000E+Ol 0 0.000 
.17500000E+03 .15000000E+03 0 0.000 
.17500000E+03 .15000000E+03 0 0.000 
.7sooooooE+oz --.-tsoooo-o~oE+o2~---~- ~- 1 5 .ooo 
.75000000E+02 .75000000E+02 1 5.000 
.12500000E+03 .lOOOOOOOE+03 0 0.000 
.12500000E+03 .lOOOOOOOE+03 0 0.000 
MAX. AXIAL LOAD (KIPS) = 5.000 
FIXED BASED PORTAL FRAMES 
PROB .NO. SP-AN-~-~HE-fGHt-Q--LOAD--GFACfOR-WT I UNIT SPAN MOMENT B HOM EN T C 
16 20. 10. .so .25 13.00 14.85 14.85 
WIND LOD P LOAD THOR. BEAM THOR.COL. MAX.AX WT.COL WT.BEAM TOTAL WT. 
2.50 2. 12.50 12.50 5. 65--;------130. 260. 
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